
HARVESTER
  – forestry machines for  

intelligent forest management



FIRST IN FOREST

           

Our history really started back in the fifties when 
Börje Karlsson, founder of ROTTNE INDUSTRI AB, 
helped his father to move timber in the forest. 
Börje, who was a creative young man full of 
ideas, built a loader for their work. The result was 
a success and he quickly saw new development 
opportunities. He became one of the pioneers in 
the industry and over the years built forwarders 
and harvesters that have become major sales 
successes. 

Sixty years later, our roots are still in the Swedish 
forests. ROTTNE INDUSTRI even now is a priva-
tely owned company with all production within 
Sweden. We have one of the world’s best machine 
ranges and a good dealer network in Sweden and 
abroad. Almost half of our production is exported. 



The harvester range is without doubt the largest investment 

ROTTNE INDUSTRI has made on an individual range of models. 

Through the H-series, ROTTNE show that they do not want to be 

just one of many players in the industry, we want to lead develop-

ment. Product development is ongoing and with the latest tech-

nology we meet tomorrow's demands for increased productivity 

and profitability. Focus has also been directed to the operator's 

working environment. We offer you a harvester range, manufac-

tured in Sweden, of the highest quality, know how, flexibility, sim-

plicity and a high level of service. Successful sales also show that 

we have understood the market correctly. 

SAFETY AND QUALITY 
- throughout
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EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE THINNING HARVESTER 
ideal for stand-operating thinning



ROTTNE H8B is a thinning harvester with unique characteristics. The two-part 
chassis with an articulated joint in the centre provides precise tracking. When 
combined with its levelling capabilities, the H8B becomes extremely flexible 
and easy to drive, which creates the conditions for an undamaged stand.  

When the harvester is equipped with rear view camera you get continual 
surveillance backward through a separate screen that is placed in front of the 
driver. This increases security and simplifies reversing.

Work becomes simple and effortless - throughout!

UNBEATABLE IN THINNING H8BHARVESTER

SPECIFICATION

MODEL  ROTTNE H8B  4WD      
      
ENGINE Output at 1800 rpm 116 kW / 155 hp   
 Tractive force 73 kN (16,400 lbs)

LOADER Lifting torque / torque 80 kNm (59,000 lb ft) / 17.3 kNm  (12,760 lb ft)  
  Reach 7 m (23 ft)

hARvESTER hEAD  EGS406  

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM ROTTNE Forester  

SERvICE WEIGhT  from 8,500 kg (18,740 lb)  
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STAND-OPERATING THINNING
ROTTNE H8B is an ideal harvester for stand-operating 
thinning and with optional working route systems it can 
handle various strip road distances without manual inter-
mediate zone felling. 

Since the machine works inside the stand, it is easier for 
the operator to decide which trees need to be thinned, 
this is because it is never more than 6-7 metres to the 
trees. The risk of damage to standing forest is also reduced 
considerably than if thinning were to be performed from 
the strip road 10-12 metres away.

CAB - with high comfort
The well-equipped cab features a modern design where 
the operator actually sits in the centre. The spacious 
and comfortable cab with its large windows affords the 
operator an excellent view of the entire working area. 
The ergonomically-designed operator work station has 
well-thought-out instrument panels to the side and in 
front of the operator's seat, which has air suspension and 
is equipped with Airvent. 

The adjustable armrests feature integrated lever panels 
with function keys used regularly during felling and pro-
cessing. Boxes and storage space for your daily work and 
effective ACC climate control give the operator a pleasant 
day at work.



LEVELLING - gives unique terrain qualities
ROTTNE H8B has a narrow and compact chassis with a 
pendulum arm system that gives the machine unique 
terrain characteristics. The four wheel arms have a large 
swing movement, which means levelling can equal out 
both lengthways and sideways inclines, as well as give 
good ground clearance over stony and uneven terrain. 
Space requirements are minimised and weight distribu-
tion improved so that processing can be performed at 
full reach even laterally with maximum stability.

H8BHARVESTERUNBEATABLE IN THINNING
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The challenger, ROTTNE H11C  in 6 or 8-wheel design, is an articulated-steered harvester 
for thinning and final felling.

Powerful engine, hydrostatic transmission and articulated frame joint give ROTTNE H11C 
excellent off-road capabilities and accurate tracking. The harvester cab offers superb 
operator comfort and excellent visibility over the work area. The leveling cab with integrated 
cab suspension, COMFORT LINE, swivels ± 90º and automatically follows the crane swing 
motion but can also be controlled with separate joystick. 

  Productive and powerful.

H11C 6WD H11C 8WD

EFFECTIVE HARVESTER 
for thinning and final felling 

S

SPECIFICATION

MODEL   ROTTNE H11C  6WD ROTTNE H11C  8WD     
      
ENGINE Output at 1800 rpm 164 kW / 220 hp                           IT4 164 kW / 220 hp  IT4 
  Tractive force 167 kN (37,540 lbs) 167 kN (37,540 lbs)

LOADER Lifting torque/ Torque 193 kNm (142,300 lb ft) / 50.8 kNm (37,470 lb ft) 193 kNm (142,300 lb ft) / 50.8 kNm (37,470 lb ft) 
  Reach 10.3 m (34 ft) or 11.3 m (37 ft) 10.3 m (34 ft) or 11.3 m (37 ft)

hARvESTER hEAD   SP461 LF, SP561 LF SP461 LF, SP561 LF

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM ROTTNE Forester ROTTNE Forester

SERvICE WEIGhT   from 17,400 kg (38,360 lbs) from 18,900 kg (41,670 lbs)

 

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY H11CHARVESTER
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HARVESTER HEAD
Two harvester head sizes are customised 
for ROTTNE H11C, SP461 LF which is a thin-
ning head and SP561 LF which is suitable 
for second thinning and intermediate final 
felling. The harvester head can be supple-
mented with equipment for colour mark-
ing, stump spray application and multi-tree 
handling. The feed rollers are available in 
several designs. 

ROTTNE H11C is equipped with the top 
modern bucking system ROTTNE Forester, 
which is used in all ROTTNE harvesters. It is 
a bucking system with value and distribu-
tion bucking, which can also be equipped 
with software for priority bucking.



OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
- beyond the ordinary
ROTTNE H11C harvester with articulated steering works 
smoothly and agreeably and is superb on steep terrain 
and on marshy ground.

The hydrostatic transmission with three gear steps works 
with a high tractive force and gives ROTTNE H11C superb 
operating characteristics. With 8WD and bogie lift on 
both axles, this is further enhanced with an extremely 
small turning radius.

LOADER - with great opportunities 
The loader RC185 is especially designed and developed 
for the ROTTNE H11 range.

RC185 is a parallel loader that has a very powerful slewing 
base with tilt function and extremely high torque. The 
loader arms are available in two versions depending on 
the size of the head. In the standard design with a single 
telescopic arm, the range is a full 10.3 metres and with 
a smaller head and double telescopic arms the reach 
becomes 11.3 metres. 

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY H11CHARVESTER
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An intermediate-class harvester frequently switches between 
thinning and final felling and should therefore be designed so 
that it is suitable for both types of felling. 
ROTTNE H14C has the qualities required to thin from the strip 
road with a loader reach of 11 - 12 metres and a smaller har-
vester head SP461 LF or to perform final felling with a larger 
harvester head SP561 LF or EGS596 and shorter loader reach.

A POWERHOUSE 
for final felling and thinning

S

H14CHARVESTERPOWERFUL ALL-ROUND MACHINE
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The stable design offers many advantages 
when working on e.g. downhill slopes as the 
wheel base is designed so that the rear-sec-
tion provides a good and sufficient counter-
weight. 

Well designed and easy-to-operate 
ROTTNE H14C is an easily operated harvester 
and a real powerhouse. An all-round machine for 
both final felling and intermediate thinning.

The harvester has a stable 6-wheel chassis with 
single rear axle and front portal bogie that en-
sures excellent ground clearance and improves 
the harvester’s capabilities in difficult terrain. 



Large and comfortable cab
The spacious and comfortable cab 
with its large windows offers the op-
erator an excellent view of the entire 
working area. The cab swivels +/- 90 
degrees, levels 15 degrees and auto-
matically follows the loader from side 
to side, but can also be controlled 
manually with a joystick.

ERGONOMIC OPERATOR STATION
with integrated instrumentation

H14CHARVESTERPOWERFUL ALL-ROUND MACHINE

SPECIFICATION

MODEL  ROTTNE H14C  6WD      
      
ENGINE Output at 2000 rpm 187 kW / 251 hp IT4   
    Tractive force 168 kN (37,770 lbf)

LOADER Lifting torque / Torque 202 kNm (149,000 lb ft) / 44 kNm (32,450 lb ft)   
  Reach 10.3 or 12.0 m /34 ft or 39 ft)

hARvESTER hEAD  EGS596, SP461 LF, SP561 LF  

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM ROTTNE Forester   

SERvICE WEIGhT  from 18,800 kg (41,450 lbs)  
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The objective when developing ROTTNE H21D was 
to design a harvester with the properties required 
for optimal and efficient final felling in big wood. 
A stable harvester with significant power resources 
and an appropriately-dimensioned harvester head 
is required to handle heavy final felling. The chassis 
as well as the loader and harvester head are de-
signed to cope with this demanding work month 
after month while yielding the same good level of 
profitability. 
The H21 concept is also characterised by its swivel-
ling and levelling cab offering fantastic visibility and 
superb operator comfort. 

A HARVESTER WITH A 
NEW DIMENSION 
for final felling

H21DHARVESTEREFFECTIVE, STRONG AND TOUGH

SPECIFICATION

MODEL  ROTTNE H21D  6WD   ROTTNE H21D  8WD    
        
ENGINE Output at 1700 rpm 227 kW / 305 hp FT4  227 kW / 305 hp FT4  
    Tractive force 230 kN (51,700 lbs)   230 kN (51,700 lbs)

LOADER Lifting torque / Torque 325 kNm (187,300 lb ft) / 62.4 kNm (29,500 lb ft) 325 kNm (187,300 lb ft) / 62.4 kNm (29,500 lb ft) 
  Reach 11 m (36 ft)   11 m (36 ft)

hARvESTER hEAD  EGS596, EGS706   EGS596, EGS706  

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM ROTTNE Forester   ROTTNE Forester  

SERvICE WEIGhT  from 24,200 kg (53,350 lbs)   from 26,700 kg (58,970 lbs)

 

Here we operate with Swedish quality 
    and strength.
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High operating reliability with carefully 
selected components
The components in ROTTNE H21D have been chosen with great care 
and already during the introductory year ROTTNE H21D proved that 
it belonged to the elite class in terms of reliability and low operating 
costs.  

No matter what the rpm range, the large cylinder volume of this 
powerful diesel engine always ensures high torque, which means the 
engine can handle jobs at a relatively low engine speed. 
The extremely powerful loader, RK250, has a tilting loader base and a 
reach of 11 metres. It is located directly above the bogie to give the 
harvester optimum stability, which is necessary to enable the large 
EGS706 harvester head to be used at full reach.

Maximised profitability
ROTTNE's harvester head EGS706 has five wheel motors, providing 
unbeatable tractive force. In combination with the strong RK250 loader, 
it can handle heavy final felling without any difficulty. ROTTNE H21D is an 
efficient machine designed to achieve maximum profitability.

H21DHARVESTEREFFECTIVE, STRONG AND TOUGH
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Serviceability is an important factor in development 
work on all ROTTNE machines. It must be easy and 
convenient to service, clean or repair the machines. 
The entire rear section of the harvester, housing the 
engine and transmission, can be quickly opened up 
for inspection and servicing. The hinged belly plates 
facilitate servicing work, but also make the entire rear 
section very easy to keep clean.

A vacuum pump for the hydraulic system reduces 
oil spillage when replacing hoses. Electric pumps 
for diesel and hydraulic oil simplify filling. The distri-
bution box with fuses, relays, and computers is well 
positioned for easy access and checking when the 
right-hand cab door is opened. 
Troubleshooting on the electrical system can largely 
be performed via the machine control system's oper-
ating screen.

SERVICE
Simple and comfortable



ECO-FRIENDLY ENGINES

ROTTNE D5 / Forester
Machine control and bucking system
The ROTTNE D5 machine control system, 
which is based on CAN-bus technology, controls 
and monitors the engine, transmission and load-
er. The system comprises a main computer, a 15" 
touch screen, (used for both D5 och Forester) and 
a number of control units on the machine. The 
operator can adjust settings for the loader, trans-
mission and engine, monitor pressure, tempera-
tures and fluid levels and perform troubleshoot-
ing via the touch screen. Alarms are indicated by 
visual and audible signals and in clear text on the 
screen.

The ROTTNE Forester bucking system is a 
reliable and accurate bucking system consisting 
of different computerised modules, which are 
interconnected via a EtherCat technology. There 
is a 15" touch screen (used for both D5 och For-
ester) and keyboard installed in the cab as well as 
a printer mounted in the roof panel. The screen 
displays length, diameter as well as other infor-

John Deere was the first engine manufacturer to 
start using cooled exhaust gas recirculation tech-
nology (EGR-system) and a variable-geometry 
turbocharger (VGT). At the same time, we have 
also taken the opportunity to fine tune and im-
prove many other details, including fuel efficiency 
and optimisation of the cold start unit, engine 
response, additional power and increased torque 
at both peak loads and low speeds. 

In order to meet the new Tier 4 (FT4) the 
PowerTech engine is equipped with an inte-
grated filter system comprising a diesel catalyst 
(DOC: Diesel Oxidation Catalyst), a diesel parti- 
culate filter (DPF: Diesel Particle Filter) and a SCR 
system with AdBlue. (DEF, Diesel Exhaust Fluid)

mation on the tree currently being processed by 
the harvester head. The touch screen also ena-
bles settings to be made and modified as well as 
generation of production reports. Data entry and 
price list changes are done using the keyboard. 
Communication takes place via USB memory, 
e-mail or printer. Bucking is optimised with value 
bucking, but, as an option, there is also a more 
basic program for priority bucking.
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FIVE GOOD REASONS 
to choose a ROTTNE harvester

Ergonomics
Your forestry machine is a mobile work environ-
ment, where the safety and comfort of the operator 
come first. This is essential if you are to work at your 
best without getting tired, which in turn affects the 
productivity of the machine.
Spacious cab with large glass windows, cab level-
ling with COMFORT LINE and effective ACC climate 
control are some examples of this.

Economy
Your economy and the ability to optimise the ma-
chine's profitability are always in ROTTNE's develop-
ment plans. Less downtime through superb service 
availability. A load sensing hydraulic system and 
fuel efficient engines give reduced fuel consump-
tion, fast and highly productive harvester head, a 
frame design and power train that provide the best 
possible terrainability. These are some examples of 
measures that work for your economy!

Productivity
High productivity is obtained when the right ma-
chine is used in the right place. ROTTNE’s range of 
harvesters in the H-Series give you the chance to 
choose from a small stand-operating thinning 
machine, specialised machines for strip road thin-
ning to the pure final felling machines.
All ROTTNE machines are always built based on our 
genuine forestry and felling know-how, which we 
have gained through our long-term close contact 
with you and your colleagues.

Environment
We all have a shared responsibility for the forest 
and nature, which is an important resource. 
Therefore each new design and development 
stage is analysed from an environmental per-
spective. 
ROTTNE’s machines use engines with highly 
efficient exhaust emission control, eco-oils that 
are biodegradable, vacuum pumps to minimise 
spillage during hose replacement, 8-wheel har-
vesters with low ground pressure and a material 
selection where the environment is always put to 
the fore.

After-sales
A good machine is only as good as the after 
sales-service on offer. Sooner or later, you will 
always need help and assistance.
ROTTNE’s extensive service network of private 
dealers give you a safe and reliable support.
Highly trained technicians, quick delivery of spare 
parts and personal close contact with your as-
signed service technician, ensure a level of safety 
both you and your machine always wanted. 

Specifications and equipment are subject to alteration.
Images do not always show the machine in its standard design.
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ROTTNE INDUSTRI AB         FABRIKSVÄGEN 12          SE-363 30 ROTTNE          SWEDEN          TEL  +46 470 75 87 00         www.rottne.com
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